
Stick and Slip 
When two substances rub against each other, they frequently stick 

and then slip. The phenomenon accounts for the squeak of bearings, 

the music of violins and many other sounds of our daily experience 

The two types of force that are met 
most frequently in mechanics are 
gravity and friction. The former 

has been studied by great men of science 
in every age. The latter has been largely 
neglected, it being assumed that the 
sliding process holds little intrinsic in
terest and that three simple laws, all dis
covered before 1800, adequately de
scribe the force of friction. However, the 
advent of modern machinery, working 
with very close tolerances under new 
and widely varying conditions, has 
shown up the inadequacy of our knowl
edge of the sliding process. To give but 
two examples, jet engines and heat-ex
changer pumps in nuclear power plants 
present lubrication problems never be
fore encountered. Consequently the laws 
of friction have recently been restudied, 
and new facts discovered. This article 
will deal with the stick-slip phenom
enon, an important by-product of sliding 
which produces most of the creaking, 
squealing, chattering and squeaking we 
hear in our everyday lives. 

by Ernest Habinowicz 

The three laws describing the force of 
friction say that when one solid body 
slides over another, the frictional force 
(1) is proportional to the load, or pres
sure of one against the other, (2) is in
dependent of the area of contact, and 
(3) is independent of the sliding veloci
ty. The first two laws were stated by 
Leonardo da Vinci and rediscovered in 
the 1690s by Guillaume Amontons, a 
French engineer working under the 
sponsorship of the French Royal Acade
my of Sciences. The third law was first 
expressed in 1785 by Charles Augustin 
de Coulomb, the French physicist better 
known for his researches in electro
statics. 

If the three laws are correct, friction 
depends only on the applied load, and 
the coefficient of friction (the ratio fric
tion-force-to-load) for any given mate
rials should be constant under all condi
tions. The first two laws generally hold 
true, with no more than 10 per cent de
viation. But it has been known for some 
time that friction is not independent of 

sliding speed. The coefficient of friction 
between two bodies may vary as much 
as 30 to 50 per cent according to the 
speed of motion. In 1835 A. Morin of 
France proposed that, since the fric
tional force resisting the start of sliding 
for two bodies at rest was obviously 
greater than the resistance after they 
were in motion, there should be two co
efficients of friction: a static one, for 
surfaces at rest, and a kinetic one, for 
surfaces in motion. Today, as a result of 
work by a number of investigators, we 
know that both the static and the kinetic 
coefficients themselves vary. The kinetic 
coefficient drops off as the sliding speed 
increases. And the static coefficient de
pends to some extent on the length of 
time the surfaces have been in contact
a fact which can be attested by anyone 
who has ever had occasion to loosen a 
stubborn screw or nut that has been in 
place for a considerable period. Thus the 
only satisfactory way to represent the 
friction coefficient for any pair of sur
faces is by two plots, one of the static 

CHALK MARKS on a blackboard demonstrate stick-slip. The top 

mark was made by a piece of chalk held at an acute angle to the 

direction of motion; the marks below it, by pieces of chalk held 

at an ohtuse angle to this direction. In the latter marks the chalk 

stuck to the blackboard, then slipped, then stuck again and so on. 

The more tightly the chalk is held, the smaller the distance of slip. 
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METAL SURFACES cut by a machine tool are enlarged. At top is aluminum with the 

smooth finish of steady cutting. At bottom is titanium with a poor finish due to stick·slip. 
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coefficient as a function of time of con
tact, the other of the kinetic coefficient 
as a function of sliding velocity. 

It is the breakdown of the third "law" 
of friction-the variation of frictional 

force with velocity-that is responsible 
for stick-slip, the phenomenon we shall 
now consider. Suppose we attach a 
block to an anchored spring and place it 
on a longer slab which we set in motion 
at a slow speed. At first the block is 
dragged along on the moving slab: it 
will not be held back by the spring, i.e., 
slide on the slab, until the spring's pull 
is equal to the static coefficient of fric
tion. The pull of the stretched spring 
reaches that value when the block ar
rives at the point A [see drawing at bot
tom of page 114]. Now the block be
gins to slip on the moving surface. As 
soon as it does, the lower kinetic coeffi
cient of friction takes over, and the 
block slides rapidly toward the left. 
When it has moved back to point C, it 
comes to rest. Here the higher static co
efficient takes charge, and the block 
again sticks to the smface and is dragged 
to A. Then it slips back to C. This is a 
simple laboratory demonstration of the 
stick-slip phenomenon, so named in 
1939 by F. P. Bowden and L. L. Leben, 
physical chemists at the University of 
Cambridge, who built an apparatus to 
study the process. 

At the point B on the scale, halfway 
between points A and C, the pull of the 
spring is equal to the kinetic coefficient 
of friction. If the static coefficient were 
the same as the kinetic, the block would 
be dragged to this point and then stay 
there, sliding on the moving slab be
neath it. As it is, the block oscillates 
about this position, sticking and slip
ping by turns. The situation is compli
cated by the fact that during motion the 
friction coefficient varies with changes 
in the sliding velOcity, but whether stick
slip may occur can be determined in any 
given situation simply from the direc
tion in which this relation is changing 
[see chart at lower right on page 112]. 

What does all this have to do with 
machinery? Few mechanisms in 

common use contain sliding sudaces at
tached to springs. The answer is that 
whenever solid bodies are pressed to
gether, there is some elastic displace
ment or deformation of the material, re
sulting in an effect like the operation of 
the spring in the foregoing laboratory 
demonstration. 

Common examples of stick-slip are 
the creaking of doors, the chattering of 
window sashes, the violent shuddering 
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Cr�qti"e. PiOhe.e.ts in Yranspot-t 

First in the design, engi
neering, and production 
of landing gears for every 
type of airplane, helicop
ter, blimp, and missile. 

First in the development 
of techniques and equip
ment to produce ultra
high-strength steel alloy 
structural components. 

PIONEERS IN PRECISION BALL SCREWS 
First in the development of the aircraft ball screw 
that converts rotation into linear motion, or vice 
versa, with less than 10% friction losses. 
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rocket and 
missile 
engineers 
deserving 
higher salary 

Decision Inc. represents six 
leading missile firms in the east, 
midwest and for west-inter
ested in hiring rocket and mis
sile engineers. Through us, you 
can completely, confidentially 
make arrangements for better 
positions. 

Right now, these companies 
have need for engineers with 
virtually every degree of ex
perience. You'll need an engi
neering degree, of course. If 
you qualify, they are ready to 
give you a chance to work with 
leading engineers and scien
tists on challenging new pro
jects. You'll have your own 
draftsman assistant. No board 
work. Substantial salary in
creases. All your moving and 
relocation expenses paid for. 
Free assistance in locating eco
nomical housing. Subsidized edu
cational programs. 

Here's what you do. Send us 
your name, title, company and 
home address. We will forward 
to your home brief forms which 
you fill out and return. We com
pare your experience and de
sires with specific job openings. 
Help you evaluate the various 
jobs open to you, determine 
which offers the best future. 
You make the decision. No ob
ligation to you, no cost whatso
ever. Our clients pay us to find 
you. Find out what you're really 
worth-today. Write, phone or 
wire. 

DECISION INC. 
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Management and Recruitment Consultant 
Oliver P. Bardes, President 
1435 First National Bank Bldg. 
Cincinnati 2, Ohio 
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VELOCITY VELOCITY 

VELOCITY VELOCITY 

EVOLUTION OF THE FRICTION CONCEPT is illustrated. In the late 18th century it was 

thought that the coefficient of friction remained constant as the relative velocity of the 

sliding substances was increased (upper left). In the early 19th century it was postulated 

that there were two kinds of friction: static and kinetic (upper right) . Friction was greatest 

when two substances were moved from a state of rest, and fell off immediately when they 

began to slide. Around 1940 it was shown that friction fell off gradually with the increase 

of velocity (lower left). Today it is known that friction first increases with velocity and 

then falls off (lower right). When the changing relationship between friction and velocity 

has the slope to the left of the peak in this curve, substances slide steadily. When it has 

tbe form of the steeper part of the slope to the right of the peak, stick·slip occurs. 

of drawbridges, the squeaking of bicy
cle wheels and the squealing of auto
mobile tires. Stick-slip has its uses. 
Without it a violinist could produce no 
music, and he takes good care to pro
mote it by rosining his bow. But in most 
situations stick-slip is a nuisance or 
worse. A tool cutting metal should slide 
smoothly into the material; when its 
slide is interrupted by stick-slip the cut 
will be rough and uneven [see photo
graphs on page 110]. In the driving 
mechanism of a phonograph turntable 
stick-slip would ruin the sound. And 
during World War II the problem of 
stick-slip in one delicate situation was a 
matter of life and death. The turning of 
a submarine's propeller shaft produces 
stick-slip noise which can be detected 
with sonic listening gear. Since the war 
the Office of Naval Research has spon
sored research on stick-slip at the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology. 

Friction, most investigators now agree, 
arises from the adhesion of molecules 

in the surfaces in contact with each 
other. The bond between the surfaces 

may be so strong at some pOints that tiny 
fragments are torn off one and stick to 
the other. Experiments with radioactive 
tracer material have proved this. If the 
end of a radioactive rod is rubbed along 
a Rat surface, small particles are trans
fen'ed and make the surface radioact. ve. 
This is an excellent experiment for show
ing the stick-slip phenomenon. A piece 
of photographic film is laid on the sur
face that has been rubbed with the rod. 
After it has been exposed for several 
hours to the radioactive track left by the 
rod, the film is developed. The image of 
the track turns out to be not a continu
ous line but a series of spots [see photo
graph on page 118]. The sliding rod 
end stuck and slipped, leaving consider
able material where it stuck and very 
little where it slipped. Exactly the same 
thing happens when you rub a piece of 
chalk, tilted in the direction of motion, 
over a blackboard: you will get a stutter
ing line of dots. 

In any adhesive process the bond be
comes stronger the longer it is left un
disturbed. This is why the static coeffi
cient of friction increases with time of 
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Fairchild C-123 makes final delivery 
of men and supplies 

to scattered USAF global outposts 

Teamwork between Fairchild C-123's and the 

USAF's long-range transports now makes our 

world-wi de supply li ne s mor e  flexi ble and 

dependable. 

After the giant four engine transports deliver the 

goods to world-wide depots and advance supply 

a reas, the C-123 takes over the vital supply relay 

to complete the short hops to our far-flung military 

••• WHERE THE FUTURE IS MEASURED 
IN LIGHT-YEARS I 

TEAMED 

FOR 

LONG AND 

SHORT 

COMBAT 

AIRLIFT 

ANYWHERE! 

installations ... forging the final link in our global 

logistics chain by putting men and supplies wher

ever they're needed, anywhere in the free world. 
The Fairchild C-123 is virtually unrestricted by 

conditions of terrain or climate ... airlifting troops 

and equipment to many combat or disaster areas 

inaccessible or impractical to reach by other means 

of transport. 

FAIRCHILD 
AIRCRAFT DIVISION · HAGERSTOWN, MARYlAND 

A Division 0/ Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corporation 
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New automatic welding process 
cuts gas costs 93.8% 

- and that's just the beginning! 
It's A. O. Smith's C-OMATIC - a great new gas 

shielded metal arc-welding process that uses low-cost 
carbon dioxide to deliver astonishing savings. 

On gas alone in one year's time (260 three-shift 
days), a single C-OMATIC package operates for 
approximately $1,000.00 - saves $14,902.00 over the 
automatic welding method that uses argon gas ... 
$15,367.00 over the method using helium. What's 
more, C-OMATIC is the first automatic welding 
process economically practical for even the mild and 

medium carbon steels. 

Proved on A. O. Smith's own production lines, 
C-OMATIC offers dramatic advantages to manufac
turers already using automatic welding in their op-

erations. It's the answer, too, for you who haven't gone 
automatic because of past cost and range limitations. 

Want more facts about C-OMATIC? Send for 
free, illustrated brochure that describes this new 
process in detail ... also tells of the many other ways 
we work steel to make steel work for you. ... 

0'· " Through research .,,,, ... a better way 

A.O.Smith 
C O R P O R A TI O N  

MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN 
'J plan's in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Wisconsin, Illinois, Texas and California. International Division: Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
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Electric motor. Automobile 
frames 
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T I ME TIME 

STICK-SLIP at low speed traces the curve at left. The sloping sections of the curve are 

stick; the vertical sections, slip_ At high speed stick-slip traces the sinusoidal curve at right. 

contact. In the case of sliding surfaces, 
the period of contact between points on 
the two surfaces is, of course, longer 
when the surfaces slide slowly than 
when they move rapidly. Consequently 
if the slide of one surface over another 
slows down, friction increases. This is 
the situation that favors stick-slip. How
ever, laboratory tests have developed 
the unexpected finding that at extreme
ly slow speeds the situation is reversed: 
as friction increases the sliding velocity 
also increases. The most plausible ex
planation seems to lie in the phenom
enon called creep. All materials slowly 
change shape ("creep") even under 
moderate forces. An increase in force 
will increase the rate of creep. Thus 
in the case of surfaces sliding very 
slowly over each other, an increase in 
frictional force may produce a percepti
ble acceleration of the slide in the form 
of creep of one surface past the other. 
The limit of speed attained by the 
creep mechanism varies with the ma
terial, because soft materials creep fast
er than hard ones. The creep of steel 
is so slight that it cannot be observed. 
Lead can be made to slide by creep at 

speeds up to a millionth of a centimeter 
per second (about one foot per year) ; 
soap up to 10 centimeters per second. 

These considerations present us with 
the paradoxical conclusion that there is 
really no such thing as a static coefficient 
of friction for most materials. Any fric
tional force applied to them will produce 
some creep, i.e., motion. 

Studies of sliding at very low speeds 
are important because they yield sys
tematic information on friction-velocity 
relations which will enable designers of 
machines to select materials that will be 
immune from stick-slip over the range of 
speeds at which the mechanism is to 
operate. We also need a great deal more 
data on the friction coefficients of metals. 
It seems odd that in this age of metals, 
tables of coefficients listed in handbooks 
still have little to say about metals and 
apply largely to various woods, leather 
and stones-engineering materials of 
long ago. 

Three main methods are available for 
curing stick-slip where it is not 

wanted. Firstly, we can alter the sliding 
speed. Sometimes this means slowing 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS is used to show the principle of stick-slip. A block is 

attached to a spring. The slab on which the block rests is moved (arrow). If the static coef

ficient of friction were the same as the kinetic coefficient of friction, the block would simply 

move with the slab from 0 to B and stay there. Because the static coefficient is greater than 

the kinetic, the block moves with the slab to A and then slips back to C. If the movement 

of the slab were continued at the same speed, the block would oscillate between A and C. 
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When you have an 
Adhesive Problem 
on your hands ... 

Answers come faster 
with our Custom Service 

Twenty-five years of experience 
ready to focus on your particular 
needs for adhesives, coatings and 
sealants. 

International activity in the bond
ing of the following materials to 
themselves or to each other: 

Leather Paper Phenolics 
Metals Fabric Vinyl Film.� 
Wood Vinylite Melamines 
Aluminum Cellulose Glass 

Foil Acetate Rubber 

At your request, one of our field 
specialists will visit your plant, help 
you define your problem, guide its 
solution through initial Angier lab 
tests, pilot plant production, volume 
production, and through the first 
stages of on-the-job application. 

For Every Industry 
latest developments in Adhesives for 

Honeycomb Construction, Vinyl Film Bonding 

Rubber, latex and Resin Cements 

Pressure Sensitive Cements, Flocking Cements, 

laminants and Sealants 

Tie 
Coats 

Angier 
Prodn�ts 

1 20 Potter Street 
CAMBRIDGE 42, MASS. 

Midwestern Plant: Huntingtan, Indiana 
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down, in other cases speeding up. For 
example, a car's tires squeal if it rounds 
a corner rapidly but not if the turn is 
slow; on the other hand, a door that 
creaks when opened slowly may be si
lent when swung rapidly. Secondly, we 
may reduce the stored energy (e.g., in 
the spring) whose intermittent release is 
responsible for stick-slip. Stiffening the 
spring will accomplish this end; similar
ly, stiffening a toolholder will make the 
tool cut more smoothly. Or we may 
damp the stored energy by immersing 
some part of the vibrating system in a 
ba th of viscous oil. 

The third and most common method 
is to lubricate the sliding surfaces. A 
lubricant forms a soft film which has far 
less frictional resistance than a metal's 
surface. The problem here is to maintain 
the film over the whole interface. As the 
surfaces slide, the lubricant is gradually 
worn off, so that parts of the metal sur-
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faces come into contact with each other. 
So long as the lubricant coverage is 90 
per cent or better, stick-slip cannot oc
cur. But when coverage has fallen to 75 
per cent, stick-slip becomes very possi
ble [see chal't below J. At this stage its 
squeaky protest is a boon, for it serves as 
a warning that the lubricant must be 
replenished. The quality of the lubricant 
is important; some poor lubricants never 
give even 90 per cent coverage, no mat
ter how much is applied. 

External factors, such as humidity, 
also may play a part. Squeaks in an au
tomobile are apt to be silenced on a wet 
day-and, perversely, almost invariably 
when the car is taken to a garage to 
have the squeaks located and removed. 
Demonstrations of stick-slip during pub
lic lectures are likewise hazardous un
dertakings. 

Friction in a machine brings a train 
of unhappy events. The sliding surfaces 

NO FILM 

50 PER CENT 

75 PER CENT 

.1 1----------------------19o PER CENT 

� __ ---------------------------------------
I
IOO PER CENT 

° ILO-�3�----��----��-----J--------ILO-------I�00 
VELOCITY ICENTIMETERS PER SECOND) 

LUBRICATED SURFACES may be subject to sti<:k·slip. This chart represents one piece 

of steel slid over another with a film of lubricant between them. When the lubricant is first 

applied, it covers 100 per cent of the area between the two surfaces. This area is steadily 

reduced as the surfaces are rubbed together. When 90 per cent of the film remains, the 

curve is still almost horizontal and no stick-slip occurs. When only 75 per cent remains, 

the slope of curve is down (see curve at lower right on page 112) and stick·slip can begin. 
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WHY DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS FAVOR ALLEN-BRADLEY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

Reliability, long life, and uniform performance are 
recognized to be very importan t to the success of most 
experiments, research projects, prototype apparatus, 
etc. When in need of fixed and variable composition 
resistors, ceramic capacitors, feed-thru and stand-off 
capacitors, ferrite parts, etc., you can't go wrong when 
you specify Allen-Bradley. 

In many instances, their stable characteristics and 
conservative ratings make A-B parts the required com
ponents for critical applications in military, radio, and 
electronic devices. Quite naturally, they are also widely 
used throughout industry and by manufacturers of 
radio and television receivers, instruments, electronic 
computers, and similar electronic apparatus. 

The A-B components illustrated on this page are 
a small part of the Allen-Bradley line. For more 
complete information, including performance data, 
write for your copy of the 16-page booklet, "Allen
Bradley Quality Components," or call your nearest 
Allen-Bradley office for technical information. 

Allen-Bradley Co. 
134 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis. 

In Canada-Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont. 

Quality 
Electronic 
Components 

------ ---- -- ---------- �----------------------

MOLDED COMP OSITION FIXED RESISTORS 

.� . .  : .. � / .. �y�� "� /. /./'" � 
These reliable, solid-molded resistors come 
in 1/10, 1/2, 1, and 2-waH sizes. All stand
ard RETMA resistance values. Free af cata
strophic failures. 

Type ES Resistors. Sealed· 
in ceramic tubes for "pre
cision" applications. Avail
a ble in four physical sizes. 

CERAMIC DIELECTRIC CA PACITORS 

• \,, � 
Type GP. Six sizes In RETMA. capacitors with 
JAN, and Mil values. Has superior ceramic enclosure 
performance characteristics. for superior performance. 

FERRITE CORES 

.00 
High efficiency ferrites for TV 
and special use. All shapes 
and sizes for special needs. 

FEED-THRU AND 
STAND-OF F  CA PACITORS 

}1 , 
Types FT and SO Discoidal 
Capacitors. Eliminate parallel 
resonance on VHF and UHF. 

MOLDED COMPOSITION VARIABLE RESISTORS 

Type J. Has a solid
molded element. Stand
ard or special resistance 
tapers. Made in single, 
dual, or triple units. 

T y p e  T .  S o l i d
molded. Furnished 
for hand or screw driver operation . 
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Man's Role in Changing 
the Face of the Earth 

Edited by WILLIAM L THOMAS, JR. 

in collaboration with CARL O. SAUER, 

MARSTON BATES, and LEWIS MUMFORD 

This book is based on an international symposium held 
at Princeton in June, 1955, by the Wenner-Gren Foun
dation, to explore three main concerns: the variety and 
magnitude of man's changes on the earth; the methods 
and agencies of change; and the effects of man's actions 
on the continued habitability of the earth and on the 
course of human evolution. 

Some of the themes considered by the fifty-two noted 
contributors are man's tenure of the earth; his effects on 
the seas and waters; the alterations of climate; soil 
changes through human use; modifications of biotic 
communities; the ecology of wastes; urban-industrial 
demands upon the land; and limitations of the earth. 

1,212 pages, 180 illustrations, $9.00 
�OFC 

At all bookstores, or from q;�'S;. c,:�o 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS � � g 

5750 Ellis Ave., Chicago 37, IlI� ?�\!�A' 
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FELT* 
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"made 10 S.A.E. 
and Federal Govi. 

,::;�!!!!!!!!!!!!������.., Specifications 

SEND FOR 
YOUR FREE 

COpy 
TODAYl 

CONTINENTAL 
FELT 

fills hundreds 
of jobs 

daily. 

Ask for booklet 
S-5 

CONTINENTAL F�T COMPANY,'Nc.,,,, 
22·26 WEST 1 "h STREET \J)I NEW YORK 11, N. Y. 

1 18 

British Industries Corporation 
Port Washington, New York 

are scarred; the loose particles worn off 
them act as abrasives and produce more 
wear; the increasing friction generates 
heat and robs the machine's mechanical 
energy. Expensive systems are some
times installed to warn when more lubri
cant is needed. But stick-slip itself sup
plies its own admonitory voice, without 
which our machine age would soon 
grind to a shuddering breakdown. It per
forms the warning function automatical
ly, cheaply and effectively. 

RADIOAUTOGRAPH shows stick-slip be

tween two pieces of copper. One piece had 

been made artificially radioactive in a nu

clear reactor. When it was slid over the oth

er piece, some of it was transferred. When 

the second piece was placed in contact with 

a sheet of photographic film, the radioac

tive copper was made visible. Most of the 

transfer had occurred at the "stick." Only 

a few fragments were transferred in "slip." 
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dnnouncing the 

RAYTHEON GRADUATE PROGRAM 

for study at Harvard and M. I. T. 

HARYARD 

Excellence in Electronics 

The Raytheon Graduate Program has been established 
to contribute to the technical development of scientists 
and engineers at Raytheon. It provides the opportunity 
to selected persons employed by Raytheon, who are 
accepted as graduate students by Harvard or M.I.T., 
to pursue, at Raytheon's expense, regular courses of 
study leading to a master's degree in science or engi
neering in the institution of their choice. The Program 
requires, in general, two or three semesters of study, de
pending on circumstances, with the summer months 
spent in the Company's research, engineering, or man
ufacturing divisions. 

M.I.T. 

To be considered for the Program, applicants must have 
a bachelor's degree in science or engineering, and should 
ha ve ou ts tanding s tuden t records, show technical prom
ise, and possess mature personal characteristics. They 
must be under 30 years of age on September 15 of the 
year admitted to the Program, and be U. S. citizens. 
They may apply for admission to the Program in antici
pation of becoming employees of Raytheon. The ap
plications of outstanding candidates will be forwarded 
to Harvard or M.I.T. for consideration for admission. 

YOU ARE INVITED TO ADDRESS YOUR INQUIRY to 
Dr. I van A. Getting, Vice President, Engineering and 
Research, outlining your technical background, aca
demic record, school preference, and field of interest. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS 
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